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Abstract 

The complex proportional evaluation, COPRAS It is used. for multicriteria evaluation of both. maximizing and minimizing 

criteria values Complex proportional assessment is an analytical tool for solving multi-criteria decision making problems. ... 

it seems that the recommended framework of COPRaS-iviF can be satis- factorial implemented in decision making problems 

under ambiguous and ill-defined conditions. Complex Proportional Assessment (COPRAS) method by 1994 [84-87] by 

Javatskas, Kokluskas and Sarka Introduced. This method is used to increase and decrease the index values, and the result 

Increasing and decreasing the index of attributes in the evaluation The effect of is considered separately. For evaluating and 

ranking hotels Complex Proportional Assessment (COPRAS) model. Compatibility of the proposed structure an empirical 

example and real-world case study from the Indian tourism industry is provided to check. Finally, the validity of the 

proposed model Comparison to study character and strength And sensitivity analysis is performed. The diversity of different 

biases The tendencies of the various dependencies on which they are based are the same Not sampled, these complex 

algorithms Are identified and reported. 

 

Introduction 
The multi-scale decision making (MCDM) technique known as COPRAS (Complex Proportional Assessment of Alternative 

Methods) technique This is achieved using the approach. A public located in the southern part of India The effectiveness of 

the developed model has been demonstrated by a case study conducted at the Transport Corporation. Complex Proportional 

Assessment (COPRAS) System 1994 [84-87] by Javatskas, Kagloskas and Sarka Introduced. This method is used to increase 

and decrease the index values, and the result Increasing and decreasing the index of attributes in the evaluation The effect of 

is considered separately. Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process is an analytical step developed with a vague logic theory. Is the 

mode of operation (AHP). The Fuzzy AHP method is similar to the AHP method. The Fuzzy AHP method prioritizes access 

to the AHP level of the obscure triangular scale. Analytical hierarchical process (AHP) using mathematics and psychology It 

is a method of organizing and analyzing complex results. ... AHP its Provides a rational framework for the desired result by 

measuring criteria and alternative options, and relates those elements to the overall goal. MCDM is an alternative to multiple, 

conflicting, standard and / or quantitative criteria It is a technique that integrates performance and decides on multiple criteria 

in a solution that requires consensus (MCDM) refers to decision making in the presence of multiple, generally conflicting, 

objectives. Some created in recent years MCDM tools are based on these concepts. In addition, the findings of this study 

include new MCDM applications such as SWARA in various application areas Trainers to follow techniques and provide 

insights into the literature and Help educators. SWARA to determine comparative weights and significance of each criterion 

The method has been stated. SWARA is the current situation and weight of decision makers or experts Provides the 

opportunity to offer their preferences depending on the terms of the calculation. Green supply chain management is product 

design, Material source and selection, production processes and delivery of the final product to the consumer and in supply 

chain management, including final management of production Integrating environmental thinking Is defined. Its useful life 

Undoubtedly, reducing air, water and waste pollution is the main goal of the Green Supply Chain. Is, while green activities 

reduce waste production, recycling and recycling of materials, reducing production costs, based on higher efficiency and 

positivity of assets Improve the performance of companies. Image building, and large green management natural 

environment and the use of clean and green technology in environmental science to protect resources Creates the source of 

development and sustainable development is the current of the next generation Is to meet their own needs without 

compromising skills. 

COPRAS 
The COPRAS (Complex Proportional Assessment) This method was first introduced by Javatskas and Kagloskas (1996). 

The COPRAS method determines a solution with the best solution ratio. This method is sufficient to measure the values and 

weights of the alternative methods and criteria The importance of the versions studied in the setting of descriptive criteria 

and the directness of the degree of application and takes proportional dependencies. COPRAS-F method first Zavadskas and 

Antucheviciene (2007) Introduced by. In conventional cobras, the weights of the criteria and the estimates of the alternatives 

Are taken into account as crisp numerical data. However, of many conditions Below, crisp data is not enough to handle real-

world decision-making problems, on the other hand correct Knowledge is not easily obtained. These make the results 
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accurate and precise. As a result, the Cobras were proposed, where the scale weights And alternative assessments are given 

by linguistic terms, They are addressed using obscure numbers [1].  An idea principal does method COPRAS-G, com velour 

de criteria expressos am intervals, basic-se naps codices reaps de tomato de Grey Systems Theory. O method COPRAS-G 

utilize um ranking poor tapes e procedimento de alternatives am tremors de importance e utilidade grad. Numeri Grey (grey 

number) basicamente, para liar com informs insufficient e incomplete. method COPRAS and é pouch divulged a literature, 

mas’ pleas analyses precede-se que else tem presented exit am suing aplicações com outros methods [2]. COPRAS-G 

technique idea real decision making Conditions and gray device sets of theory Comes to show the significance of the 

correlation among the diverse attributes inside the MADM problem, the Gray system principle turned into proposed through 

Deng (1982), which is a powerful technique while handling a system with confined records. This idea refers to a white 

enterprise as a machine of absolutely known inner facts. Conversely, if no facts or traits of a device are available, it's far 

known as a black device. Gray space is described because the sample between White and black settings. COPRAS is 

technical, COPRAS-G Labeled Interval Attribute Among existing alternatives biggest perfect solution changing. with the aid 

of aspirational positions appropriate for nowadays aggressive markets. Therefore, the authentic Cobras-G approach was 

changed [3]. Most of the alternatives under development Always related to the future cannot accurately express the values of 

the criteria. This multi-criterion decision-making problem must be determined by the correct criterion values, but should be 

determined by ambiguous values or values at certain intervals. Key ideas for complex proportional estimation system with 

gray interval numbers (COPRAS-G) system Put forward. The idea of the COPRAS-G method is based on the criterion 

values expressed at intervals, the actual conditions of decision making and the applications of the Gray Systems theory. 

Significance and degree of utility of the COPRAS-G system [4]. Utilizes a gradual ranking and evaluation process of 

alternatives based on. In using the COPRAS technique, the criteria and judgments of the experts are uncertain and inaccurate 

May be, so it is best to bring results to the real world using a combination of vague logic and COPRAS technique. Obscure 

COPRAS system first by Journal Pre-Proof Journal Pre-Proof Introduced, in this method the weight of the criteria and the 

ranking of the alternatives are derived from the linguistic terms related to the obscure numbers. Finally, the decision-making 

team is committed to decisive, ambiguous and confusing approaches Created from the point of view of decision makers. The 

evaluation team for each approach, along with the criteria obtained, was incorporated into the COPRAS, Gary COPRAS and 

Fuzzy COPRAS strategies for ranking exercise [5]. In this examine, a indistinct Cobras technique changed into advanced in 

8 steps to evaluate new performance measures in TPM. Using the ambiguous synthesis principle in those strategies thinking 

about a couple of and contradictory criteria under incomplete and ambiguous statistics The purpose of this study is to assess 

overall performance measures in TPM. It has some benefits. For instance, it uses stable, indistinct information approximately 

the criterion values of the stated options based on spacing; It could be very suitable for real existence packages; The 

proposed obscure COPRAS method is favored over the COPRAS-G approach as it does no longer use the conversion 

approach, which does now not assure one-to-one correspondence between difficult to understand numbers and real numbers. 

In the proposed difficult to understand Cobras device, no longer all ambiguous judgments are transformed to actual numbers 

and all calculations are done according to ambiguous arithmetic. Therefore, the loss of information in this method is not 

included Can say. The proposed obscure Cobras method does not yield the same results as other Cobras methods [6]. 

Previous studies of the threat assessment of rail passenger site visitors, the use of the ambiguous causal technique (FRA), and 

the ambiguous analytical hierarchical procedure (FAHP) (An et al. 2007, 2013) Focused on risk evaluation. Among different 

strategies, difficult to understand COPRAS and obscure DEMATEL methods are specifically defined on this phase, as well 

as Research Studies on Proper Safety Assessment (FSA) in the Railway Sector. Then, Threat assessment and opportunity for 

train passenger shipping Consider the use of Fuzzy COPRAS and Fuzzy DEMATEL methods in component identification Is 

taken. The second part of the observation aims at the conceptual definition of a formal risk assessment (FRA) Describes 

previous research with and using Fuzzy COPRAS Risk analysis of passenger injuries [7]. The general structure of the 

proposed structure is shown in Figure 2. To build a reliable framework, this study combines ambiguous TOPSIS and 

COPRAS method outputs. A framework that integrates different solution methods has the potential to create a good 

foundation for good results, the quality of decisions made during multi-criterion analysis, Supports the use of multiple 

scaling techniques including COPRAS, ANP, AHP and TOPSIS. The COPRAS method is based on the analysis of the 

positive and negative outputs of the alternative, Banking is not considered as we can understand in the portfolio section. The 

COPRAS method is compatible with many benchmarking tools. The first similarity is the actual data public The 

normalization to convert to limits is the use of expression. This is necessary to eliminate the influence of data with large 

values on the final results after data analysis [8]. 

 

Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process 
In a traditional AHP system, each pair of arrays is rated individually, and then the weight vectors are connected together by a 

geometric mean. However, in an ambiguous AHP system, all paired metrics are first connected using a predetermined weight 

accumulator, and then a weight vector is finally calculated. The Fuzzy Analytic Network Process (FANP) method is one of 

the many widely used criteria for manipulating the relationship between criteria and linguistic variables. In this paper, we 

propose a new approach that uses a vague analytics network process method and interval type-2 ambiguous packages.  The 

analytical hierarchical process (AHP) was first developed by AHP, a pair-wise comparison matrix The criteria for creating 

and verifying consistency were developed based on the principle of calculating weightages. This research on price, internal 

storage, RAM and brand These are the four criteria considered for the purposes AHP accepted for analysis. AHP steps and 
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weight Computational Details AHP and the Synthetic Neurological Network (ANN) To determine the performance of 

providers. Perfect Organizational Resource Planning (ERP) ambiguous theory and MOORA Solves the system selection 

problem using the method. Support Structures, features, speed, technical support and TOPSIS based on five criteria: security 

Better web browser by implementing the method Proposed. Presented by Chatterjee and Bose (2013a) the ARAS 

methodology for selecting a wind farm vendor in their study and the effect results were verified by the Cobras technique. In 

the same year, Chatterjee and Bose Site for wind farms under (2013b) Adopted the Cobras method for selection. ambiguous 

conditions [9]. The hierarchical model of the current problem is shown in Performance Based on ten exam codes: function, 

maintenance, Portability, reliability, usability, Performance, ease of learning community, customization, Computer content 

and general Analysis is carried out. Factors. First, the ambiguous AHP (FAHP) approach is used to calculate the weight of 

exam codes. Analysis hierarchical Process (AHP), which was first developed by Chatty (1980) Proposed and several 

complex criteria Widely used to solve decision making problems Widely used to solve decision making problems Related to 

various areas such as planning, resource allocation This approach solves many MADM problems Used successfully. AHP is 

a pair-wise comparison Depends on the measurement of the theory and the choice of expertise by (1-9) Point size. In this 

research, the weight of the selection codes FAHP is used to calculate. Steps in AHP mode [10]. The AHP approach is a 

personal data-based approach that reflects the relative weight of Standards and alternatives based totally on the exact 

expression of the professional's opinion / options. This approach has three required steps / capabilities: Analysis is 

completed. Factors. First, the ambiguous AHP (FAHP) method is used to calculate the burden of exam codes. Analysis 

hierarchical process (AHP), It is the most widely used ranking tool in all areas. Three decades. It can cope with each solid, 

abstract variables, is easy, has incredible flexibility and Easy to use (Ho, 2008; Noorul Haq & Kannan, 2006; Raut et al., 

2018). In the prevailing investigation, the applicable weights of the shortlist criteria for carrier company choice had been 

calculated, Service companies were additionally evaluated the usage of the AHP method. Quality criteria; The weights were 

combined with DEA and COPRASG to obtain the final grades of 3PLSPs [11]. AHP was developed to create a Complicated 

multi-criterion selection-making framework in business and is used for plenty management decision-making situations via 

this method. A complex gadget is transformed right into a hierarchical device of elements. At every step level, pair-sensible 

comparisons of n elements are made the use of the nominal scale, and paired by way of pairs The price compound is assigned 

to represent the judgment concerning the relative importance of the choice-making factors to the decision-making frame, and 

a panel of professionals is called. Be decision makers because they're experienced. The pair contrast of the indicator is the 

matrix Is one of the completed metrics with professional facts, which is shown in Table 2. The AHP method is used to 

prioritize [12]. The AHP hybrid is a problem in the automobile industry The best candidate for the solution has object 

detection approaches, which reduce the light weight of cars leading to lower energy consumption. This is due to the fact 

many researchers have finalized weight standards as goal weight techniques or options Implemented using subjective weight 

strategies to calculate the rankings, however the accuracy in their results was reduced. Apart from this, to our pleasant 

understanding, any literature to expose the very last ranking of the cloth / compound (AMCs) choice problem thinking about 

the combined weights through goal and subjective weights No study available. CRITIC and AHP techniques allow to obtain 

the load of the criteria (significance of material residences) in a selected MCDM [13]. There are many ambiguous AHP 

applications in the literature that justify the problem using systematic approaches to selecting alternatives and ambiguous set 

theory and hierarchical analysis (Efendigil et al. 2008; etnüt et al. 2010). DMs are generally more comfortable expressing 

interval judgments than standard value judgments due to the ambiguity of the comparison process (Bozdag et al. 2003). This 

study was introduced by Chang (1992) Focuses on the obscure AHP approach, in which triangular obscure numbers are 

preferred for pair sequential size. A comprehensive analysis method was selected for the artificial quantity values of the pair 

comparisons. Some published documents use the ambiguous AHP process based on the quantitative analysis method. The 

purpose of using ambiguous AHP is to determine the critical weight of the criteria used in the COPRAS-G method.  

illustrates the pair comparison matrix formed by TFNs to match the linguistic statements of the data. The ambiguous values 

of the pair comparison were converted to crisp values by Zhang's quantitative analysis as mentioned earlier [14]. 

 

Multi Criteria Decision Making 
Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) refers to making decisions in the presence of multiple, usually conflicting, 

objectives. ... Some of the MCDM tools developed in recent years are based on these concepts. The decision-making criteria 

in a business organization are those variables or characteristics that are important to the decision-making company. They 

should help you evaluate the alternatives you choose. Multiple Criteria Analysis (MCA) Identify and compare different 

policy options by evaluating their effects, performance, impacts and transactions Can be used. Purpose of the resource. The 

MCA provides a systematic approach to supporting complex decisions according to predetermined criteria and objectives. 

This method was used in many researches in the new century. COPRAS is known as one of the best methods in the field of 

multi-scale decision making (MCDM), and this research focuses on the priority of investing in high-tech industries in Iran. 

Based on Iran's current capabilities, four industries in the high-tech industry have been selected: Biomedical 

Microelectromechanical Systems (Biomes), Nanotechnology, Biotechnology and Biomedical Engineering. Giving priority to 

high technology industries Multiple Scale Decision Making (MCDM) is complex and has a high level of decision-making 

process. For this purpose, SWARA and COPRAS methods were used as approaches to solve this problem. SWARA is a new 

powerful system in MCDM [15]. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods are useful resources to provide solutions 

to decision-making problems, including diverse and multi-purpose goals in real life and professional contexts. Of the 
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decision-making process. Each alternative is shown in different parameters by its success. The problem with a choice-based 

problem is that there is more than one criterion for determining alternatives Yields. The approach depends on the decision 

makers' preferences, so there may be differences in their decisions, which may not be consistent. Different MCDM tools can 

produce different sequence results, the evaluation of past research reveals that they are unacceptable to the general concern, 

while not much research has been done on the Mg alloy during the drilling process by TOPSIS and COPRAS, while MCDM 

is of concern. Worth to see [16]. All developments of decision-making models based on the SWARA method are listed 

below: Keršulienė et al. (2010) Kersleen and Turskis (2011), Architect Selection in Choosing the Rational Dispute 

Resolution Method Hashemkhani Soulfani et al. (2013a) In Product Design, Aghdaie et al. (2013a) In Machine Tool 

Selection, Mechanical elongation of tunnel pollutants In selecting the optimal alternative, Exploring the success factors of 

online games based on Explorer and making business decisions with foresight, as discussed in the previous section. The 

initial decision-making team was normalized first. The weighted default decision-making team is presented in which four 

alternatives were considered as case studies for location in the initial design. A variety of these cases There are pros and 

cons, which will be explored in the decision-making parts. All four alternatives are located in or around Tehran (the capital 

of Iran), and the city is unique and special. Contains specifications, which play an important role in criterion weights. 

Therefore, this point differs from similar situations in weights [17]. Decisions made on renewable strength sources are 

visible as a multi-thing choice-making trouble combining standards and alternatives. Different RES options may be 

evaluated on a rustic-by using-united states basis in studies, it is not unusual to see a list of relevant alternatives being 

compiled. In those studies, the useful resource capability of a country is one of the assessment criteria. Apart from this 

criterion, various social, monetary and environmental factors are crucial within the assessment. Presented an included multi-

reason, multi-linear programming model to decide the powerful allocation of renewable electricity resources consistent with 

the seven geographical areas in Turkey. ELECTRE to acquire Turkey's 2023 RES desires Erdin and Ozkaya intend to offer 

the maximum appropriate RES alternatives for each geographical area using the method. Evaluated electricity assets in 

Turkey using the new Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) [18]. As mentioned, the proposed approach is actually 

an adjustable method of capturing an important aspect of decision making in an inaccurate environment: some of these issues 

Basically humanity and subjectivity in nature; There is really no single or uniform criterion for evaluating alternatives. 

Apparently, in some cases the hesitant vague soft set MABAC is a new MADM system that, due to its straightforward 

computational process and standard (consistency) solution, cannot be used as a basis for decision making. The MABAC 

method is particularly practical and a reliable tool for decision making. In this subsection, the modified MABAC system was 

introduced in a vaguely soft environment that was reluctant to assist decision makers [19]. The compatibility of DHFs has 

greatly improved since its introduction. For example, Wang et al31 combines the energy mean with the Archimedean t-

conforms and t-norm, Created new aggregation operators with double hesitant vague information. Considering the 

Bonferroni algorithms, Tu et al11 is some double reluctant ambiguous integration Proposed operators and reviewed their 

applications to MADM. Ren and others discussed the extension of the VIKOR system using DHFS and ambiguous scaling. 

Liang et al. Studied in detail the integration of the dual hesitant ambiguous information and decision-theoretical 

approximations for 3-way decision making. Singh and Kumar 33 studied the dual-hesitation ambiguous best-based 

computational method for solving multi-scale panel decision-making (MCGDM) problems [20]. 

 

Fuzzy SWARA 
The SWARA method is stated to determine the relative weights and significance of each criterion. Became SWARA, 

decision makers or Provides experts the opportunity to offer their preferences depending on the current situation and the 

conditions for calculating the weight. The VIKOR method is used to rank alternatives and select the best alternative from 

available alternatives rather than conflicting criteria. In this paper, hierarchical weights with a vague set of ambiguities (HF) 

for calculating the weight of criteria and ordering alternatives using the VIKOR method We are expanding the SWARA 

method. Finally, the proposed HF-SWARA I and HF-SWARA II methods are demonstrated by numerical examples, this 

section develops a new decision-making framework called the HF-SWARA-COPRAS method to solve MCDM problems in 

the HFSs environment. This method is based on the SWARA approach and the COPRAS method with HFS. The proposed 

calculation process is, The Ratio Analysis (MOORA) approach developed a vague SWARA-Multi-Objective Optimization 

System for Assessing MCDM Issues. Suggested an integrated SWARA and GIS-based approach to determining copper 

opportunities. Introduced a new framework combining ARAS and SWARA approaches. Developed their inventions 

Demonstrated the flexibility and effectiveness of the approach. Designed a system based on a combination of Delphi and 

embracing SWARA techniques. In the tourism business Developed a SWARA and WASPAS based approach to staff 

selection. After discussing SWARA, SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) and Strategic Status and Action 

Assessment (SPACE) methods, Studied Lean, Agile, Flexible and Green (LARG) supply chain management competition 

strategies in Iranian cement companies [21]. The methodological approach to this research is presented in this section, which 

mainly discusses the hybrid method used to evaluate and select standard 3PRLPs. First, the main functions of ambiguous 

logic are defined, and then ambiguous SWARA method and ambiguous COPRAS are developed and expanded. Furthermore, 

Gray Relations and COPRAS-G are used to weigh evaluation criteria using ambiguous SWARA on the benefits of the 

MADM model, respectively. Risk factors include the deployment of standard 3PRLP and the use of selective obscure 

COPRAS. From a theoretical point of view, the contribution of this studies are twofold. First, normalizing the ambiguous 

approach for precedence order thru the similarity of the suitable solution, the case examine of this studies turned into decided 
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on with extra than five years of enjoy with 12 specialists from the car industry. After filtering the members, two 

questionnaires (one for obscure SWARA and one for difficult to understand COPRAS) had been distributed and date 

applications A non-public meeting turned into organized to ensure that the collection turned into of suited high-quality. 

Before using the date to create decision metrics Questionnaires were evaluated for first-rate and consistency functions. 

Further details on facts collection tactics are to be had in Appendix [22]. This look at makes use of the ambiguous SWARA 

method to determine the load of numerous protection sports, which serves as a variety criterion. Selection factors of diverse 

preservation technicians are accomplished the use of a indistinct COPRAS method. Many criteria for the SWARA system 

Since the advent of Kerulen et al as a multi-decision tool with. (2010), which has been extensively received with the aid of 

researchers and enterprise practitioners. The modern-day look at extends using the SWARA technique to decide protection 

characteristic weights. The procedures required to enforce indistinct SWARA are five steps. Sorting out the importance of 

upkeep sports is done in descending order. The sorting process is based totally at the significance of every preservation step. 

When enforcing the SWARA technique [23]. In the prevailing observe, the SWARA approach turned into used to determine 

the load of each chance evaluation criterion. Each professional is liable for each danger evaluation criterion from first to final 

Prioritized and looked after. In this technique, the third part focuses on acquiring the burden of each criterion for danger 

assessment the use of the SWARA (Hierarchical Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis) technique. This section covers the 

layout and distribution of the questionnaire and the analysis of the results received from the questionnaire thru the SWARA 

method. The current look at extends the use of the SWARA method to decide renovation feature weights. The procedures 

required to put in force vague SWARA are five steps. The fourth segment centered on assessing every risk factor in 

excavation initiatives. This location is covered by means of the COPRAS (Complex Proportional Assessment) technique 

Includes layout and distribution and evaluation of the questionnaire. Step-Wise Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis The 

(SWARA) method was evolved in 2010 and changed into used to choose the rational dispute resolution method (Keršulienė 

et al. 2010). Data from professionals This technique will be useful to coordinate and acquire. Some researchers have 

advanced selection-making models based on SWARA [24]. The approach is an efficient and relatively new process that has 

been proposed This approach is of minor computational complexity compared to other weight determination techniques. 

Recently, the SWARA method has been widely used by various authors on various real world MCDM problems. Proposed a 

framework for evaluating employees based on ARAS and SWARA approaches within an FS, SWARA and the Functional 

Competitiveness Assessment (OCRA) technique proposed a hybrid approach, which was then used to rank hotels. Discussed 

the integrated approach to SWARA and MULTIMOORA in the FS and used it to determine a third-party reverse logistics 

provider. Studied a hybrid system based on the RAS and SWARA approaches, called the Addition Ratio Compromise 

Assessment (ARCAS), This allows the experts involved in a negotiation process to express their preferences [25]. 

 

Green Supply Chain Management 
'Green Supply Chain Management' (GSCM) refers to the concept of integrating sustainable environmental processes into a 

traditional supply chain. Product design, material source and selection, these include processes such as production and 

production, operation and final management of life. Supply chain management is defined as the management of the flow of 

products and services. It starts from the origin of the products and ends with the consumption of the product. It is the 

movement and storage of the raw materials involved in the process, Includes inventory and fully equipped goods. This 

subdivision discusses the role of many research scholars in analyzing distribution chain reproduction issues. Although most 

research has been conducted in the context of China and India, many countries have made significant contributions to the 

analysis of RSC issues. Articles published at the conference, book chapters, short-lived articles, etc. were deleted. To 

maintain the quality of the paper. Then, based on the article title, summary and keywords, the entire paper was analyzed. 

Finally, the articles related to the objectives of the current research are final Were made. The finalization of the articles 

focuses on supply chain reproduction, the risks associated with it, and its solution, they should also focus on social and 

environmental issues for overall development. Furthermore, the integration of reproduction practices into traditional 

production complicates the supply chain and poses risk problems such as maintaining profitability [26]. The three types of 

steel, high-strength steel, advanced high-strength and ultra-high-strength steel differ only slightly in their composite 

properties and their prices. Are therefore close in their rankings. Similar interpretation due to the properties of the aluminum 

alloys taken into account, due to their close proximity to each other. Types and their proximity in the ranking scheme can 

also be given. Kevlar honeycomb and AISI 1018 are also upcoming products that have found slow extensive use in the 

production of modern electric cars. Nomex honeycombs and thermosetting plastics are also new evidence in this field; 

However, they are in very low rankings compared to other products considered after the Cobras analogy. The use of plastic is 

not really advantageous in terms of an ideal and stable environment, so it is considered necessary to avoid its use as much as 

possible [27]. To exhibit its ability to meet patron desires, ISACO integrates global great, sustainable improvement and 

customer pride as key components. Implemented the Management System (IMS). This look at has a tendency to assess 

ISACO providers. Table 3 lists the suppliers and reason of those providers, In general, redressing supply chain control is an 

important step towards shifting forward with sustainable business. Distribution chain management Covers all levels of 

manufacturing from starting to give up of product existence; Therefore, the combination of sustainability and deliver chain 

management is solid Therefore, the green supply chain system and sustainable deliver chain control are taken into 

consideration within the literature to have a significant impact on business development, Policies related to supplier selection 

and suppliers in supply chain management systems, especially in the most fundamental decisions of the standard supply 
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chain [28].As such situations exist within the state, reform is needed to improve the living and environmental conditions of 

the state. A safe, Cheap, sustainable, pollution-free energy transition can be considered as the initial steps to create a more 

sustainable environment from conventional resources to renewable forms. To promote renewable energy sources in West 

Bengal, solar, water, bio, air, geothermal and The state claims an abundance of wave energy sources and therefore the right 

to use them as renewable energy sources [29]. The level of performance for a replacement that May be very important and 

treasured to choice makers and has not yet been taken into consideration in supplier choice troubles This examine uses this 

method to calculate. An organization decides at the maximum appropriate dealer to buy uncooked materials out of 5 

applicants Let's keep that. To compare suppliers, a panel of 3 selection makers become fashioned and four standards were 

diagnosed: The weighted normalization ambiguous selection matrix is received and, therefore, the sums of the weighted 

normalized codes are decided. To determine the priority of comparable suppliers, the importance of every supplier is 

calculated [30]. In research over the past several years, the criteria for supplier selection have been determined in financial 

terms. As time goes on, because the boom of the field grows, the corporation has no longer confined my capacity to ambition 

within the technique of enhancing engineering. Some components together with social and environmental aspects are 

addictive. In addition to the satisfactory models and strategies for businesses, each employer has different phrases and 

remedies. Only some appropriate fashions that can be used within the business enterprise. A small trade in the supplier 

choice pattern can substantially affect the deliver chain. With the diverse standards formerly discussed, no longer all 

standards have been used. Will be used in carrying out the assessment Criteria are adjusted in keeping with ABC's terms and 

business direction. Suppliers mentioned Vendors offering raw substances, accessories or business assist infrastructure do not 

encompass provider providers [31]. The study changed into conducted at one of the Spring Pet Industries in Madonna, where 

the materials studied have been found to be the uncooked substances for twine and foam in each agency. Offer. The higher 

the frequency of delays in orders for a single client shipping, provides suitable effects in supplier ratings based on participant 

choice consequences. The effects of the provider criteria and sub-criteria are primarily based on the consequences of the 

FGD. After the standards and sub-standards were determined, the relationship among the criteria and the sub-criteria might 

be determined via the results of the FGD. The Fuzzy ANP is used to attain the burden of every dealer's standards, which is 

then calculated the usage of Chang's comprehensive analytical method. Conventional ANP provides easy choice making 

[32]. 

Conclusion 
The COPRAS (Complex Proportional Assessment) method was first introduced. The COPRAS method determines a solution 

with the best solution ratio. This method includes the values and weights of alternative methods and criteria The importance 

of the versions studied in the setting of criteria that adequately describe And takes the direct and proportional dependencies 

of the degree of application. The COPRAS-F method was first introduced by Zavadskas and Antucheviciene (2007). In 

conventional cobras, the weights of the scales and The estimates of the alternatives are taken into account as crisp numerical 

data. In a traditional AHP system, each pair of arrays is rated individually, and then the weight vectors are connected 

together by a geometric mean. But, in a vague AHP mode, first of all using a predetermined weight gain Pair series metrics 

are also combined, and then a weight vector is calculated at the end. Fuzzy Analytic Network Process (FANP) method 

Relationships between criteria and linguistic variables There are many criteria widely used to handle. Multiple Criteria 

Decision Making (MCDM) refers to making decisions in the presence of multiple, usually conflicting, objectives. ... Some of 

the MCDM tools developed in recent years are based on these concepts. decision-making company. Evaluate the alternatives 

you choose They need help to do. The SWARA method is stated decision makers or Experts, current situation and weight 

Their depending on the conditions for calculation Provides the opportunity to offer options. VIKOR method is to rank 

alternatives and make them available rather than conflicting criteria It is also used to select the best alternative from the 

alternatives. 'Green Supply Chain Management' (GSCM) is a traditional distribution chain Sustainable environmental 

processes Refers to the concept of integration. Product design, material source and selection, production and production, 

these include processes such as function and final management of life. Supply Chain Management Is defined as the 

management of the flow of products and services, starting from the origin of the products and ending with the consumption 

of the product. 
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